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An Efficient Downlink Radio Resource
Allocation with Carrier Aggregation

in LTE-Advanced Networks

Hong-Sheng Liao, Po-Yu Chen,Member, IEEE, and Wen-Tsuen Chen, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In long term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) networks, the carrier aggregation technique is incorporated for user equipments

(UEs) to simultaneously aggregate multiple component carriers (CCs) for achieving higher transmission rate. Many research works for

LTE-A systems with carrier aggregation configuration have concentrated on the radio resource management problem for downlink

transmission, including mainly CC assignment and packet scheduling. Most previous studies have not considered that the assigned

CCs in each UE can be changed. Furthermore, they also have not considered the modulation and coding scheme constraint, as

specified in LTE-A standards. Therefore, their proposed schemes may limit the radio resource usage and are not compatible with

LTE-A systems. In this paper, we assume that the scheduler can reassign CCs to each UE at each transmission time interval and

formulate the downlink radio resource scheduling problem under the modulation and coding scheme constraint, which is proved to be

NP-hard. Then, a novel greedy-based scheme is proposed to maximize the system throughput while maintaining proportional fairness

of radio resource allocation among all UEs. We show that this scheme can guarantee at least half of the performance of the optimal

solution. Simulation results show that our proposed scheme outperforms the schemes in previous studies.

Index Terms—LTE-A networks, carrier aggregation, radio resource allocation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, the number of users using intelligent
hand-held equipments increases significantly due to

rapid development of information and communication tech-
nologies and novel applications. There are tremendous
demands of wireless services with high bandwidth, such as
video streaming, video conference, and other services,
offered by services vendors to make life more convenient.
International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-
Advanced), defined by International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) for 4G systems, requires that mobile communi-
cation systems meet a requirement of a downlink peak data
rate of 1 Gbps and an uplink peak data rate of 500 Mbps [1].
To achieve the peak data rate required by IMT-Advanced,
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) under the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specifies that user
equipments (UEs) support bandwidth up to 100 MHz.
However, various slots of the spectrum have been assigned
to existing legacy systems in many countries so that such a
large contiguous frequency band is rarely available. To
address this issue, carrier aggregation (CA) technique was
introduced under LTE-A networks [2]. With CA technique,

UEs can simultaneously aggregate two or more different
frequency fragments (e.g., 20 MHz), called component
carriers (CCs), to form wider transmission bandwidth (e.g.,
100 MHz) for achieving higher transmission rate. Since CA
supports contiguous and non-contiguous CC aggregation, a
UE can aggregate multiple CCs that are in the same or dif-
ferent bands to utilize frequency fragments efficiently [3].
CA is also designed to maintain backward compatibility for
LTE Release 8/9 UEs [3].

A review of previous research works, which will be
detailed in Section 2, indicates that many aspects of the
functionality of CA are still needed to be investigated. One
of them deals with radio resource management for down-
link transmission, including CC assignment, packet sched-
uling, and other functions [2]. CC assignment determines
which CCs are efficiently assigned to each UE. Packet
scheduling is referred to the task of allocating time-fre-
quency resources of CCs, called resource blocks (RBs), as
well as modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) to UEs at
each transmission time interval (TTI). The assignment of
CCs to each UE can be reconfigured by radio resource con-
trol for the purpose of balancing the traffic load over multi-
ple CCs or increasing the channel quality of UEs. However,
most previous studies have not considered that the assigned
CCs in each UE can be changed. It may limit the radio
resource usage when the traffic loads or the channel condi-
tions of CCs vary. Moreover, the MCS constraint, as speci-
fied in 3GPP TR 36.912 [10], requires that only one MCS can
be selected for each assigned CC across all its assigned RBs
for a UE at any TTI in absence of Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) spatial multiplexing. The main reason of
introducing this MCS constraint is due to implementation
cost for UEs. Whenever a UE is required to support an
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additional MCS in a CC, it needs an extra transceiver to
demodulate the mixed signal when there is only one
antenna in UE, which is the case in most existing and
upcoming devices in recent years. The extra transceiver will
increase the hardware cost, the size of circuit, and power
consumption. However, the MCS constraint has not been
considered in all previous studies. They assume that the
MCS for a UE can be selected independently for each RB. In
other words, a UE can select two or more MCSs for different
RBs of its assigned CC.

Motivated by the aforementioned considerations, we for-
mulate the downlink radio resource scheduling problem for
LTE-A systems with CA configuration under the following
assumptions: (i) The scheduler can reassign CCs to each UE
at each TTI; (ii) Only one MCS can be selected for each
assigned CC across all its assigned RBs for a UE at any TTI.
In this paper, we prove that the scheduling problem is NP-
hard under the backlogged traffic model, and subsequently
we propose a novel greedy-based scheme to assign RBs of
each CC and MCSs to UEs at each TTI for downlink trans-
mission. The goal is to maximize the system throughput
while maintaining proportional fairness of radio resource
allocation among all UEs. It is noted that it is important to
maintain proportional fairness among all UEs in order to
prevent starvation of UEs, which may suffer from bad chan-
nel conditions when they are deployed in cell-edge or inter-
fered by noises and other signals.

In the proposed scheme, we first formulate an assign-
ment of a CC with its associated MCS to a UE as a gain
and calculate gains of all combinations of UEs, CCs, and
MCSs in each iteration. An assignment with higher gain
indicates that the UE can transmit more data by using the
MCS with higher rate on the assigned CC and has lower
average transmission rate over the accumulated time.
Then, iteratively the highest-gain assignment is chosen
until all UEs are assigned CCs together with MCSs or no
better assignment with higher gain can be found. We
show that the proposed scheme can guarantee at least
half of the performance of the optimal solution under the
backlogged traffic model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review related works on the radio resource scheduling
problem. In Section 3, we introduce the time-frequency
resource structure of LTE/LTE-A, describe the downlink
system model, formulate the radio resource scheduling
problem, and prove that the problem is NP-hard. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe the proposed greedy-based scheme, and
subsequently we analyse its computational complexity and
show bound of its performance with the optimal solution.
In Sections 5 and 6, we give the simulation results and con-
clude this paper, respectively.

2 RELATED WORKS

The downlink radio resource management problems for
LTE-A systems with CA configuration have been widely
studied [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. The schemes that they pro-
posed for the problems are mainly based on the following
procedures. They first use a load balancing scheme to assign
CCs to UEs of LTE Release 8/9 and LTE-A. After CCs are
assigned, they then schedule UEs at each TTI according to a

packet scheduling scheme to optimize the radio resource
usage of the system.

In [4], [5], the authors introduced the inter-band CA
scenario, where UEs aggregate multiple CCs of different
frequency bands with various radio propagation charac-
teristics (e.g., coverage), and proposed load balancing
schemes for the inter-band CA scenario to achieve higher
performance. In [6], [8], [9], the authors modified the well-
known proportional fair scheduler [7] to perform joint
scheduling in order to address the scheduling problem for
optimizing the radio resource usage while maintaining
proportional fairness among all UEs of LTE Release 8/9
and LTE-A. The proportional fair scheduler let the system
achieve high throughput and maintain proportional fair-
ness among all UEs by giving higher priority to UEs with
higher current transmission rate and lower average trans-
mission rate in the past. They proposed joint scheduling to
improve the overall throughput performance by consider-
ing the historical average throughput of UEs from all CCs.
They showed that the joint scheduling method can achieve
higher system throughput than independent scheduling
method performed on each CC. However, they did not
considered that the assigned CCs in each UE can be
changed dynamically according to channel quality and
also the MCS constraint has not been considered in the
above works.

The scheduling problem with the MCS constraint for
LTE systems has been addressed by Kwan et al. [11].
They formulated an optimization problem in order to
maximize the system throughput. They proposed a sim-
ple greedy-based scheme to reduce the computational
complexity of the optimization problem and showed that
the optimal scheme can achieve higher performance than
the sub-optimal scheme at the expense of a higher com-
plexity. The works in [12], [13] [14] followed the above
optimization problem and proposed greedy-based or
meta-heuristic schemes to get sub-optimal solutions. In
[15], Kwan et al. proposed another optimization problem
for either maximizing the system throughput or achieving
proportional fairness among all UEs. However, the above
works are designed for LTE systems without CA configu-
ration, and the computational complexity of their pro-
posed schemes has not been clearly stated.

3 BACKGROUND AND FORMULATION

3.1 LTE/LTE-A Frame Structure

LTE/LTE-A employs orthogonal frequency division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) technique, which is based on fixed
frame-based transmission, for downlink transmission. In
OFDMA, a radio frame with 10 ms duration is divided into
10 equal-sized sub-frames each with 1 ms duration. Each
sub-frame is composed of two equal-sized time-slots with
0.5 ms duration. Each slot corresponds to 7 or 6 consecutive
OFDM symbols depending on the cyclic prefix length. A
basic scheduling unit in LTE/LTE-A, called a resource
block, consists of a time-slot in the time domain and 12 con-
secutive subcarriers in the frequency domain. Each subcar-
rier has a 15 kHz bandwidth [2], [16]. Basic time-frequency
resource structure of LTE/LTE-A (normal cyclic prefix case)
is shown in Fig. 1.
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LTE downlink scheduling, referred as the task of allocat-
ing RBs of a CC to UEs, is performed at each TTI (i.e., sub-
frame duration of 1 ms). In contrast, LTE-A downlink
scheduling is further enhanced to allocate RBs of multiple
CCs to UEs.

3.2 Downlink System Model

In this paper, we consider a downlink scenario in LTE-A
networks with an E-UTRAN NodeB (eNB) (i.e., the base sta-
tion in LTE-A) and m active UEs. The eNB can employ n
CCs to transmit data, and each UE can employ at most z
CCs to receive data. Each CC has the same bandwidth of p
RBs. Downlink scheduling is performed at each TTI. Multi-
ple RBs of CCs can be allocated to a single UE at each TTI,
while each RB of a CC can be assigned up to one UE (in
absence of MIMO). In this paper, we assume the backlogged
traffic model that the eNB always has data for transmission
to every UE at each TTI. Thus the eNB can schedule all RBs
of all CCs to UEs at each TTI.

The channel conditions may vary with time, frequency,
and UE’s location. We assume that each RB of each CC for a
UE has time varying channel condition. Each UE can esti-
mate individually the channel quality on each RB of each
CC by using reference signals transmitted from the eNB.
The feedback reports of the estimated channel quality are
transmitted by each UE to the eNB in form of channel qual-
ity indicators (CQIs) [2]. A CQI value can be mapped to the
highest-rate MCS that can be used by a UE for an RB [17].
We assume that the scheduler knows the channel conditions
across all UEs and all RBs of all CCs from the CQIs reported
by all UEs. Furthermore, there are q available MCSs that can
be used, where MCS 1 has the lowest transmission rate and
MCS q has the highest transmission rate. Let rl be the
achieved transmission rate for a UE on an RB with MCS l.
Let Qi;j;k be the index of the highest-rate MCS that can be
used by UE i on RB k of CC j.

For convenience, we have listed the symbols used
throughout the paper in Table 1.

3.3 Problem Formulation

The objective of the well-known proportional fair sched-
uler is to maximize the utility function

P

i logmiðtÞ (known
as proportional fair criteria) in order to achieve high
throughput while maintaining proportional fairness of
radio resource allocation among all users [18], [19], where
miðtÞ is the average transmission rate of user i up to TTI t.
In [18], [19], it has been shown that the scheduler can
maximize the utility function

P

i logmiðtÞ by maximizing
the objective function

P

i xiðtÞRiðtÞ=miðtÞ, where xiðtÞ is an
indicator variable to denote whether or not user i is sched-
uled at TTI t, and RiðtÞ is the current transmission rate of
user i at TTI t. In the above objective function, 1=miðtÞ can
be regarded as a priority weight wiðtÞ of user i at TTI t in
the sense that the user with lower miðtÞ in the past has
higher priority being scheduled in order to maintain pro-
portional fairness. Therefore, we formulate the scheduling
problem of assigning RBs of CCs and MCSs to UEs as
maximizing the weighted sum of transmission rates of
UEs at TTI t. To simplify notation, the TTI index t is omit-
ted in the following discussion. Let i; j; k, and l be UE,
CC, RB, and MCS index respectively, where i 2 MM :¼
f1; . . . ; mg; j 2 NN :¼ f1; . . . ; ng; k 2 PP :¼ f1; . . . ; pg, and l 2
QQ :¼ f1; . . . ; qg. The scheduling problem is formulated as
solving the following object function:

max
X

m

i¼1

X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

X

q

l¼1

wi � xi;j;k;l � ri;j;k;l (1)

TABLE 1
A List of Symbols Used in This Paper

Fig. 1. Basic time-frequency resource structure of LTE/LTE-A (normal
cyclic prefix case).
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subjected to the following constraints:

X

m

i¼1

X

q

l¼1

xi;j;k;l � 1; j 2 NN; k 2 PP; (2)

X

q

l¼1

max
k2P

xi;j;k;l � 1; i 2 MM; j 2 NN; (3)

X

q

l¼Qi;j;kþ1

xi;j;k;l ¼ 0; i 2 MM; j 2 NN; k 2 PP; (4)

X

n

j¼1

max
k2P

max
l2Q

xi;j;k;l � z; i 2 MM; (5)

xi;j;k;l 2 0; 1f g; (6)

where wi is a priority weight of UE i; xi;j;k;l is an indicator
variable to denote whether or not RB k of CC j with MCS l
is assigned to UE i, and ri;j;k;l is the achieved transmission
rate for UE i on RB k of CC j with MCS l, which is given by
the following equation:

ri;j;k;l ¼
rl if l � Qi;j;k

0 otherwise:

�

(7)

If MCS l used by UE i exceeds the allowed rate limitation on
RB k of CC j (i.e., l > Qi;j;k), it could result in high error
rates for RB k of CC j such that ri;j;k;l equals to zero. The con-
straint in inequality (2) states the restriction that each RB of
any CC is assigned up to one UE. The constraint in (3)
ensures that a UE can only use an MCS for its assigned CC.
The constraint in (4) dictates that UE i does not select an
MCS that UE i cannot use on RB k of CC j. The constraint in
(5) restricts that a UE can employ at most z CCs. In this
paper, we show the hardness in computational complexity
of the above scheduling problem and propose a greedy
algorithm that maximizes the objective as stated in (1) while
satisfying constraints in (2)-(6).

3.4 Hardness Result

Lee et al. [20] formulated a radio resource scheduling prob-
lem in the LTE systems as a maximization problem. This
problem concerns a task of assigning RBs and one of two
MIMO modes to each UE at each TTI to maximize the sys-
tem throughput while maintaining proportional fairness
among all UEs. This task subjects to the following con-
straints: (i) Each RB is assigned up to one UE; (ii) Only one
MIMO operational mode can be selected for all assigned
RBs for a UE at any TTI. Since LTE systems do not support
CA configuration, the authors only consider assigning RBs
of one CC.

The authors show that the aforementioned problem is
NP-hard. This problem is equivalent to a special case of
the radio resource scheduling problem formulated in Sec-
tion 3.3 under which the system has only one CC and two
MCSs for data transmission; the selection of MCSs in our
formulated problem can be considered as the equivalent of
the selection of MIMO modes in the aforementioned prob-
lem. Thus, our formulated problem can be reduced to the
aforementioned problem and therefore is NP-hard. In this

paper, we shall propose a greedy algorithm to find a sub-
optimal solution.

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

4.1 Proposed Greedy Algorithm

Since the scheduling problem is intractable, in this section,
we present a greedy algorithm to find a sub-optimal solu-
tion. The objective of this algorithm is to maximize the
system throughput while maintaining proportional fair-
ness of radio resource allocation among all UEs. To main-
tain proportional fairness of radio resource allocation
among all users, the weighted transmission rate of UE i
on RB k of CC j with MCS l is first calculated for all i; j; k,
and l. An assignment of a CC with its associated MCS to a
UE is formulated as a gain, which is a function of the
weighted transmission rates, and gains of all combina-
tions of UEs, CCs, and MCSs are calculated in each itera-
tion. An assignment with higher gain indicates that the
UE can transmit more data by using the MCS with higher
rate on the assigned CC and has lower average transmis-
sion rate over the accumulated time. Then, iteratively the
highest-gain assignment is chosen until all UEs are
assigned CCs together with MCSs or no better assignment
with higher gain can be found. The greedy algorithm is
run for every TTI. The detailed procedure of this algo-
rithm is as follows:

1. Let UU be the set of all pair ði; jÞ of possible assign-
ments of CC j to UE i. Initially, UU is the set of all
combinations of UEs and CCs, i.e., UU ¼ fði; jÞji 2
MM; j 2 NNg. Let V j; kð Þ be the weighted transmission
rate of the UE currently being assigned RB k of CC j.
Since all RBs of all CCs are not assigned to any UE at
the initial stage, V j; kð Þ is set to zero for each j and k
initially. Let v i; j; k; lð Þ be the weighted transmission
rate of UE i on RB k of CC j with MCS l, which is
given by the following equation:

v i; j; k; lð Þ ¼ wi � ri;j;k;l: (8)

We first update wi and ri;j;k;l and then the weighted
transmission rate v i; j; k; lð Þ is calculated for all i; j; k,
and l.

2. Let g i; j; lð Þ be the gain of the assignment of CC j
with MCS l to UE i. g i; j; lð Þ is obtained by the follow-
ing equation:

g i; j; lð Þ ¼
X

p

k¼1

max 0; v i; j; k; lð Þ � V j; kð Þð Þ: (9)

The gains of all possible assignments (i.e., all com-
binations of pairs in U and MCSs) are calculated in
order to find the assignment i�; j�; l�ð Þ with the larg-
est gain:

ði�; j�; l�Þ ¼ argmaxði;jÞ 2 UU;l 2 QQ gði; j; lÞ: (10)

Then, CC j� with MCS l� is assigned to UE i�.
3. For each RB k on CC j�, if the weighted transmission

rate of UE i� on RB k of CC j� is higher than that of
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the UE currently being assigned RB k of CC j�, i.e.,
v i�; j�; k; l�ð Þ > V j�; kð Þ, RB k of CC j� is reassigned
to UE i�, and V j�; kð Þ is set to v i�; j�; k; l�ð Þ. An RB
with higher weighted transmission rate indicates
that it is utilized more effectively.

4. The pair i�; j�ð Þ is removed fromU so that the assign-
ment of CC j� to UE i� will not be further considered.
Moreover, since a UE can be assigned at most z CCs,
if UE i� has been assigned z CCs, all pairs inU corre-
sponding to UE i� are removed so that UE i� will not
be assigned any other CCs.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 until either of the following condi-
tions is satisfied: (i) All UEs have decided which CCs
to employ, i.e., all pairs are removed from UU ; (ii) No
assignment that can improve the utilization effi-
ciency of any RB of any CC can be found, i.e.,
g i�; j�; l�ð Þ equals to zero.

We can further improve the performance of this algo-
rithm by reassigning the MCS used by each UE i on CC j�

in step 3. Since some RBs of CC j� have already been
assigned to UE i, and part of these RBs is reassigned to UE
i� as in step 3, the remaining RBs may be able to use MCS l0

with higher rate for transmitting more data. The MCS l0 that
UE i uses on CC j� is obtained by the following equation:

l0 ¼ max
k2Ni;j�

Qi;j�;k; (11)

where Ni;j� is the set of RBs of CC j� assigned to UE i, and
Qi;j�;k is the index of the highest-rate MCS that can be used
by UE i on RB k of CC j�. If MCS l0 is assigned to UE i for
the transmission on CC j�; V ðj�; kÞ is set to vði; j�; k; l0Þ for
each RB k of CC j� assigned to UE i. An example is shown
in Fig. 2, where there are two UEs in the system with one
CC of two RBs. Fig. 2a shows the index of the highest-rate
MCS that can be used by each UE on each RB. Initially,
assume that both RBs with MCS 2 are assigned to UE 1
(Fig. 2b). Since the weighted transmission rate of UE 2 on
RB 2 is higher than that of UE 1 on RB 2, and thus RB 2 with
MCS 3 is reassigned to UE 2 (Fig. 2c). From Figs. 2a and 2c,
UE 1 can use higher-rate MCS 3 to transmit data on RB 1.
Therefore, the scheduler assigns MCS 3 to UE 1 (Fig. 2d).

The pseudo code of the proposed greedy algorithm
for the downlink radio resource allocation is shown in
Algorithm 1 as follows:

4.2 Computational Complexity

As shown in Algorithm 1, line 3 computes all weighted
transmission rates, with the computational complexity of
O mnpqð Þ, followed by iterations of the main assignment
procedure (lines 4-26). Each iteration computes: (i) All pos-
sible gains (line 5), (ii) Reassigning some RBs of CC j� to UE
i� (line 9-14) and (iii) Reassigning MCSs to UEs for the trans-
mission on CC j� (lines 15-21), with the complexity of
O mnpqð Þ;O pð Þ, and O mpð Þ respectively. Note that the com-
plexity of the computation of a gain is O pð Þ. Since the maxi-
mum number of iterations is m� z, the total complexity of
this algorithm is O m2znpqð Þ.

Computation of Algorithm 1 can be speeded up by the
following simplifications: (i) After all possible gains are cal-
culated (line 5), if the largest gain corresponding to UE i
equals to zero, the pairs corresponding to UE i can be
removed fromU; (ii) In the first iteration of themain assign-
ment procedure (lines 4-26), all possible gains are calcu-
lated, and only the CC of the largest-gain assignment is
assigned to a UE. Therefore, in each iteration except the first
one, the algorithm only needs to re-calculate the gains of the
assigned CC in the last iteration. The gains of other CCs do
not need to be re-calculated since the gains equal to those in
the last iteration. Therefore, the total complexity of this
algorithm can be reduced to O mnpq þmpq mz� 1ð Þð Þ ¼
O mpq nþmz� 1ð Þð Þ.

4.3 Performance Analysis

In this section, we show that Algorithm 1 can guarantee at
least half of the performance of the optimal solution. Before

Fig. 2. An example of reassigning MCS.
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analyzing the performance of Algorithm 1, two basic defini-
tions about matroid and nondecreasing submodular set
function are presented [21].

Definition 1. A system M ¼ V; Ið Þ is called a matroid, where V
is a finite set and I is a nonempty collection of subsets of V,
satisfying the following properties: (i) If A 2 I and B � A,
then B 2 I; (ii) For all A 	 V, every maximal member of
I Að Þ ¼ BjB 2 I; B 	 Af g has the same cardinality. Note that
a set S is called maximal with a property that there is no set T
strictly containing S.

Definition 2. Given a finite set V, a real-valued function f �ð Þ
defined on the subsets of V is called a nondecreasing set func-
tion, satisfying that for all A � V such that a 2 V�A,

fðA[fagÞ � fðAÞ 
 0:

Furthermore, f �ð Þ is called a nondecreasing submodular set
function, also satisfying that for all A;B � V such that
B � A; a 2 V�A;

f A [ af gð Þ � f Að Þ � f B [ af gð Þ � f Bð Þ:

The problem of maximizing a nondecreasing submodular set
function over a matroid is

max f Að ÞjA 2 If g: (12)

In [22], Fisher et al. has proposed a greedy algorithm (illus-
trated in Algorithm 2) to address problem (12) and showed
that it can guarantee at least half of the performance of the opti-
mal solution.

Lemma 1. Algorithm 2 can guarantee at least half of the perfor-
mance of the optimal solution for problem (12).

We next analyze the performance of Algorithm 1.

Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 can guarantee at least half of the perfor-
mance of the optimal solution for maximizing the objective as
stated in (1) while satisfying constraints in (2)-(6).

Proof. The proof will be divided into the following three
steps:

1. We construct a matroid M ¼ ðV; IÞ, where V ¼
fði; j; lÞji 2 MM; j 2 NN; l 2 QQg and I ¼ fAjA � Vg.
We show that it satisfies the matroid property (i):
GivenA 2 I andB � A, thenB � A � V) B 2 I.
Next, we show that it also satisfies the matroid
property (ii): Given A 	 V and let I Að Þ ¼
BjB 2 I; B 	 Af g, then I Að Þ � I. Since A � V, we

have A 2 I and therefore A 2 I Að Þ. Since A is the
largest possible subset contains A, we have a
unique maximal member of I Að Þ. Thus, the cardi-
nality of all maximalmember of I Að Þ is equal.

2. We map the objective function (1) to a nonde-
creasing submodular set function f �ð Þ over
M ¼ V; Ið Þ, where f �ð Þ on each subset A � V is
defined as

f Að Þ ¼
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
i;j;lð Þ2A

wiri;j;k;l: (13)

We show that f �ð Þ is a nondecreasing set function.
For any A � V; i0; j0; l0ð Þ 2 V�A,

f A [ i0; j0; l0ð Þf gð Þ

¼
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
i;j;lð Þ2A[ i0 ;j0 ;l0ð Þf g

wiri;j;k;l



X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
i;j;lð Þ2A

wiri;j;k;l ¼ f Að Þ:

Next, we show that f �ð Þ is a submodular set function.
For any A;B � V; B � A; i0; j0; l0ð Þ 2 V�A,

fðA [ fði0; j0; l0ÞgÞ � fðAÞ

¼
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2A[f ði0;j0;l0Þg

wiri;j;k;l

�
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2A

wiri;j;k;l

¼
X

n

j¼1;j6¼j0

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2A

wiri;j;k;l

 

þ
X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j0;lÞ2A[f ði0;j0;l0Þg

wiri;j0;k;l

!

�
X

n

j¼1;j6¼j0

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2A

wiri;j;k;l þ
X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j0 ;lÞ2A

wiri;j0;k;l

 !

¼
X

p

k¼1

max
�

0; wi0ri0 ;j0;k;l0 � max
i;j0;lð Þ2A

wiri;j0;k;l

�

:

Since A � B; max
i;j0;lð Þ2A

wiri;j0;k;l 
 max
i;j0;lð Þ2B

wiri;j0;k;l;

fðA[fði0; j0; l0ÞgÞ � fðAÞ

�
X

p

k¼1

max
�

0; wi0ri0;j0;k;l0 � max
i;j0;lð Þ2B

wiri;j0;k;l

�

¼
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2B[ i0 ;j0 ;l0ð Þf g

wiri;j;k;l

�
X

n

j¼1

X

p

k¼1

max
ði;j;lÞ2B

wiri;j;k;l

¼ fðB[fði0; j0; l0ÞgÞ � fðBÞ:

3. We show that the goal of Algorithm 1 can be
mapped to the goal of Algorithm 2. Let A � V
be the set of combinations of i; j; lð Þ, where
i 2 MM; j 2 NN; l 2 QQ and CC j with MCS l is
assigned to UE i in previous iterations in Algo-
rithm 1. The goal of Algorithm 1 (line 6) is that
the optimal assignment i�; j�; l�ð Þ is selected to
maximize g i�; j�; l�ð Þ in each iteration. The goal
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of Algorithm 2 (line 3) is that the optimal ele-
ment a ¼ i�; j�; l�ð Þ is selected to maximize
fðA[fði�; j�; l�ÞgÞ � fðAÞ in each iteration. If
gði�; j�; l�Þ is equivalent to fðA [ fði�; j�; l�ÞgÞ�
fðAÞ, the goals of both algorithms are equivalent.
Therefore, we show that gði�; j�; l�Þ ¼ fðA [ fði�;
j�; l�ÞgÞ � fðAÞ by

gði�; j�; l�Þ ¼
X

p

k¼1

max 0; v i�; j�; k; l�ð Þ � V j�; kð Þð Þ:

Since v i�; j�; k; l�ð Þ ¼ wi�ri�;j�;k;l� and V j�; kð Þ
¼ max

i;j�;lð Þ2A
wiri;j�;k;l;

gði�; j�; l�Þ

¼
X

p

k¼1

max
�

0; wi�ri�;j�;k;l� � max
ði;j�;lÞ2A

wiri;j�;k;l

�

¼ fðA [ fði�; j�; l�ÞgÞ � fðAÞ:

The goals of both algorithms are equivalent so
that they have the same performance bound. Thus,
by Lemma 1, Algorithm 1 can guarantee at least half
of the performance of the optimal solution for maxi-
mizing the objective as stated in (1) while satisfying
constraints in (2)-(6).

tu

5 SIMULATION

5.1 Simulation Settings

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed
scheme, we modified LTE-EPC network simulator [25] that
is based on ns-3 network simulator [26] to conduct a series
of LTE-A downlink system-level simulations. Table 2 sum-
marizes a list of main parameters used in the simulations.
We evaluate performance of two possible CA scenarios S1

and S2 with four downlink (DL) CCs of 5 MHz bandwidth.
In S1, the four CCs are at 2 GHz frequency band, whereas,
in S2, they are at 800 MHz, 800 MHz, 2 GHz, and 2 GHz fre-
quency band, respectively. The number of UEs per cell
varies from 10 to 50. Both LTE Release 8/9 and LTE-A UEs
are supported in the system. Furthermore, LTE Release 8/9
UEs can employ one CC, while LTE-A UEs can employ two
CCs simultaneously. The performance under various ratios
of LTE-A UEs is considered. The performance is evaluated
under three UE deployment scenarios, namely Random,
Cell-edge, and Cell-center, as shown in Fig. 3. In Random
(Fig. 3a), UEs are scattered and equally-distributed over the
whole area of the cell, whereas in Cell-edge (Fig. 3b) and
Cell-center (Fig. 3c), UEs are distributed near the cell-edge
and cell-center, respectively. The UEs are mobile with vari-
ous velocities from 1 to 15 mps. The simulation process is
conducted with 100 simulation runs, and the duration of
each simulation run is 10 seconds (i.e., 10,000 TTIs).

Due to ease of accessibility, we compare the performance
of our scheme with the scheme proposed in [8]. The scheme
in [8] includes CC assignment and packet scheduling func-
tions. CC assignment can be performed by Least Load
approach [27] or random carrier approach [27]. The goal of
least load is that each UE is assigned the CCs that have the
least number of UEs, while the goal of random carrier is
that each UE is assigned CCs randomly. After CCs are
assigned, the scheme in [8] assigns the RBs of each CC to
UEs by its packet scheduling function. However, its packet
scheduling function does not observe the MCS constraint.
Therefore, we adopt the packet scheduling function pro-
posed in [15] since it considers the MCS constraint in LTE
systems. We further modify it to support CA in LTE-A sys-
tems and name it SS. After CC assignment is performed, SS
is executed in the following steps:

1. The scheduler selects a CC. Each UE on this CC
chooses the highest-rate MCS based on the channel
conditions of all RBs and then calculates its weighted
transmission rate.

TABLE 2
Simulation Settings

Fig. 3. UE deployment scenarios.
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2. The UE with the highest weighted transmission rate
is assigned the RBs which can support its selected
MCS.

3. The UE with next highest weighted transmission rate
is assigned some of the remaining RBs.

4. Repeat step 3 until all RBs of this selected CC have
been assigned.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 until all CCs have been selected.
In conclusion, the CC assignment is performed by least

load or random carrier approach, while the packet schedul-
ing is executed by SS. Thus, we compare our scheme to least
load with SS (LLþSS) and random carrier with SS (RCþSS)
schemes.

5.2 Simulation Results

We measure the mean cell throughput, which is the mean
aggregated throughput from all UEs in the cell. The mean
cell throughput for different schemes with various numbers
of UEs (50 percent of UEs are LTE-A) under different sce-
narios is shown in Fig. 4. It is expected that the Cell-center
deployment has the highest mean cell throughput while the
Cell-edge deployment has the lowest mean cell throughput
for all schemes. In all scenarios, our scheme outperforms all

the other schemes due to the following reasons: (i) Our
scheme assigns CCs to UEs by considering the channel qual-
ity of CCs, and it can reassign the CCs with higher transmis-
sion rate to UEs at each TTI. However, the other schemes
assign CCs to UEs by considering the traffic load of CCs or
using randomized method, and they cannot change the
assigned CCs in each UE. (ii) Our scheme can reassign the
CC with a higher-rate MCS to other UEs after this CC is
assigned to a UE, while the other schemes only assign
MCSs of CCs to UEs at the initial stage. From Fig. 4, we note
that the mean cell throughput of scheme LLþSS are not
much different from that of scheme RCþSS. Therefore we
show in Table 3 the throughput improvement of our pro-
posed scheme comparing to the average throughput of
LLþSS and RCþSS in each scenario and deployment. Our
scheme improves the mean cell throughput with 15.7-
32.3 percent, comparing to the other schemes.

The mean cell throughput is influenced by the follow-
ing factors: (i) When a cell is sparse with UEs, the more
are UEs in the cell, the higher is the number of UEs that
are assigned RBs with higher channel quality, leading to
an increase in the mean cell throughput; (ii) When a cell
becomes denser with UEs, the fewer are RBs with higher
channel quality that can be assigned to each UE, resulting
in lower mean cell throughput. Since the mean cell
throughput interacts with the aforementioned factors, as
shown in Fig. 4, it first increases and then changes
slightly as the number of UEs sharing the system capacity
increases. We note in Table 3 that the maximum through-
put improvement for scenario S1 occurs when the num-
ber of UEs equals to around 20 while that of scenario S2
occurs around 50. This is due to the fact that in S2 the
CCs with higher frequency (2 GHz) suffer from larger
path loss than those with lower frequency (800 MHz),
there are more UEs being assigned RBs of CCs (800 MHz)
with better channel quality in S2 than in S1 as the number
of UEs increases. Due to the same above reason, the per-
formance in S2 is generally higher than that in S1.

The results in Figs. 5 and 6 show the mean cell
throughput for different schemes with a constant number
of UEs but different ratios of LTE-A UEs under different
scenarios. In all scenarios, our scheme outperforms all the
other schemes due to the aforementioned reasons. More-
over, LTE Release 8/9 UEs can employ only one CC,
while LTE-A UEs can employ two CCs simultaneously.
Compared with LTE Release 8/9 UEs, LTE-A UEs have
higher probability to be allocated the higher-rate RBs of

Fig. 4. Mean cell throughput versus number of UEs.

TABLE 3
Throughput Improvement
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the assigned CC. Therefore, the mean cell throughput of
all schemes increases as the ratio of LTE-A UEs increases
when there are 10 UEs in a cell shown in Fig. 5. However,
when there are too many UEs sharing the system capac-
ity, each UE of both LTE Release 8/9 and LTE-A can only
use fewer RBs to transmit data. Thus, the mean cell
throughput of all schemes changes slightly as the ratio of
LTE-A UEs increases as the case of 50 UEs shown in
Fig. 6. Concluding from the above simulation results, our
scheme significantly outperforms other schemes in all sce-
narios, various deployments and combinations of LTE-A
and LTE Release 8/9 UEs, since our scheme can assign
CCs to UEs taking into account of the channel quality of
CCs, and also it can dynamically reassign the CCs with
higher transmission rate to UEs at each TTI.

In order to analyze the degree of fairness among all UEs,
we adopt Jain’s fairness index [28], denoted as F , which is
defined by the following equation:

F ¼

Pm
i¼1 mi

� �2

m
Pm

i¼1 m
2
i

;

where mi is the average transmission rate of UE i. The value
of F ranges from 1=m to 1, and F ¼ 1 indicates that all UEs
have equal average transmission rate. Fig. 7 displays the
fairness index for different schemes with various numbers
of UEs (50 percent of UEs are LTE-A) under different sce-
narios. All schemes have approximately equal fairness
index in S1. As mentioned earlier, in S2 scenario, 800 MHz
CC has better channel quality than 2 GHz CC. With our
scheme in S2, some UEs are more likely to be assigned RBs
of CCs (800 MHz) with better channel quality, resulting in
lower fairness performance, comparing to other schemes
that do not take into account of the channel quality of CCs
being assigned, as shown in Fig. 7.

In the Random and Cell-edge deployments, with our
scheme in S2 scenario, those UEs near the cell edge are
more likely to be assigned RBs of CCs (800 MHz) with better
channel quality, comparing to other schemes, leading to
lower fairness indices as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, respec-
tively. As the number of UEs increases, it is expected that
the fairness indices decreases as more UEs being assigned
RBs of CCs (800 MHz) with better channel quality while
other UEs (mostly LTE Release 8/9 UEs) being assigned

Fig. 5. Mean cell throughput versus ratio of LTE-A UEs (10 UEs). Fig. 6. Mean cell throughput versus ratio of LTE-A UEs (50 UEs).
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RBs of CCs (2 GHz) with lower channel quality. In the Cell-
center deployment, all UEs are close to the eNB and so they
have almost the equal opportunity to be assigned RBs of
CCs with good channel quality. Thus the fairness index of
our scheme is only slightly lower than those of other
schemes as shown in Fig. 7c.

From the above simulations, we conclude that our
scheme has resulted in better throughput performance and
lower fairness index than other schemes. However our
scheme adopts the proportional fair scheduling, which
gives higher priority of assigning RBs to UEs with lower
average transmission rate in the past. Therefore, UEs are
not likely to suffer starvation although our scheme has
lower fairness index.

Finally in this section, in order to compare the perfor-
mance of our scheme with the optimal solution, we have
implemented an optimal scheduler by brute-force search
and conducted a series of simulations under a small-scale
scenario since the optimal scheduler has intractable compu-
tational complexity. In this scenario, the system has two DL
CCs of 1.4 MHz at 2-GHz frequency band. We measure the
mean aggregated weighted transmission rate from all UEs
in the cell. The mean aggregated weighted transmission

rate for different schemes with various numbers of UEs
(50 percent of UEs are LTE-A) is shown in Fig. 8. Note that
our solution is quite close to the optimal solution.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the downlink radio
resource scheduling problem for LTE-A systems with CA
configuration. This problem concerns the allocation of RBs
of CCs and MCSs under the MCS constraint as specified in
LTE-A standards. We have formulated the problem and
proved that it is NP-hard. We therefore developed a novel
greedy-based scheme to address this problem. This scheme
can effectively maximize the system throughput while
maintaining proportional fairness among all UEs. With this
scheme, a sub-optimal solution that can guarantee at least
half of the performance of the optimal solution can be
found. Based on 3GPP specifications, we have conducted a
series of LTE-A downlink system-level simulations. The
simulation results reveal that the proposed scheme can
improve substantially throughput performance compared
with the schemes in previous studies. We also analyze fair-
ness of the proposed scheme and show that UEs are not
likely to suffer starvation although our scheme has lower
fairness index. For future work, we plan to further tackle
the radio resource scheduling problem regarding CA in
conjunction with MIMO technique since MIMO technique,
which regards the context-dependent selection of opera-
tional modes for data transmission, may play an important
role in future LTE-A Networks.
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